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Wives are young men's mistresses, companions
for middle age, and old men's nurses

Bacon

Prosperity doth best discover vice, but adversity
doth best discover virtue

Bacon
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My first duty as in-coming editor must be to thank my predecessor, Rob
Doust, for his hard work which resulted in the production of three doubl
issues of the journal in a year, thus reducing our publishing backlog. The la
issue in particular produced a number of favourable comments. His policy
printing current information rather than stale news, regardless of cover dat
will be continued.
The 21st Annual Conference (a summary of which appears in this issue) wa
by all accounts, a great success. The Matabeleland Branch of the association
to be congratulated on its organisation and hospitality. The most encouragi
feature was, after years of official inertia, this government's concern with
establishing a truly national library service. The guest speaker, Mr C. Masiw
is the Chief Cultural Officer with the Ministry of E ducation and Culture and
made it clear that the establishment of such a service is one of his ministry
priorities.
A lot of rude things have been said recently about the retail price of impor
books in this country (even the editor has been known to use intemperat
language on the subject). There is no doubt that booksellers have had a
difficult time, particularly during the sanctions years. With the rocketing pri
of imported books, their foreign currency allocations have bought fewer a
fewer, thus reducing their turnover and therefore their profit margin.
The association has made vain efforts over the years to discover from the bo
trade the formula by which prices are calculated. The formula is officially la
down by the Ministry of Trade and Commerce and, by divulging it, booksell
could avoid charges of profiteering. Their refusal to do so is therefore
mystifying. A government minister and the Alison report have recently sharp
criticised book prices and in order to give the trade an opportunity to rep
Mrs Craven was invited to contribute the article which appears in this issue
the journal.
Pamela Franc
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NOBODY CAN BE
IN BUSINESS TOMORROW
USING YESTERDAY'S METHODS
TODAY
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Chairman's
Column
Writing after the Annual General
Meeting and Conference, I thought I
should find myself sighing with relief
— but ugh! No relief yet from another
year at the job of driving others
mad.
I say mad, because I was recently
confronted by some members who
were raging mad because they did
not know what was going on in
Council. Despite my pleas that whatever happened in council should be
reported to the branches by their
representatives, my friends did not
want to hear that; they wanted information.
A solution seems to have presented itself through the editor of
Zimbabwe Librarian. There will be a
space reserved for a Chairman's
Column in which he can keep members informed of Council's activities.
Thanks, editor!
But in this issue, I am only reporting stale news which has been covered in my 1980-81 report.
As you all know, the responsibility
for libraries has been transferred to
the Division of Culture in the Ministry
of Education and Culture. We welcome this move.
Libraries are cultural organisations
with a bearing on education. We
only hope the Ministry will take
seriously our concern with the establishment of a national library service
as a matter of urgency.
A positive sign that the Ministry
is aware of the Zimbabwe Library

Association was its quick response
to the Association's proposal that a
study be made of the possibility of
inaugurating a national library
service.
Ministry and the British Council
made it possible for Mr W. Alison to
come from the U.K. and make
recommendations after his tour in
February-March.
The report is now out and Council
is studying it with a view to putting
its views to the Ministry. Mr Alison
must be congratulated on the speed
with which he made his tour and
produced the report.
The Zimbabwe Library Association is to rejoin the International
Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions (IFLA) and the
Commonwealth Library Association
(COMLA). The two organisations
would link us with several other
associations for the exchange of
ideas.
The membership of the ZLA has
grown steadily this past year. The
total personal, institutional and
schools membership is 289, compared with 220 in 1979.
S. M. Made
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Readers need books

ND
(B. TOWNSEND & CO. (PVT.) LTD.1*

The Twenty first Annual General Meeting
and Conference of the Zimbabwe Library
Association
Bulawayo, 25-26 April 1981

FOR PROMPT SERVICE
NEW BOOKS, PERIODICALS, STATIONERY AND
LOTTERY TICKETS:
Ambassador House, Union Avenue, Salisbury
Phones 24611, 26679
P.O. BOX 3281 — SALISBURY
BOOKS A I R F R H I G H T F D FROM U.K.

of Education and Culture, endorsed
his colleague's sentiments regarding
library provision in rural areas and
stressed that it was one of the two
top priorities of his division.
Evidence of his ministry's commitment to libraries was its invitation to
Mr W. Alison, Director of Libraries
for the City of Glasgow, to prepare a
plan for the development of a nationa
library system.
Although he had not yet had an
opportunity to study the repor
thoroughly, he touched on a numbe
of its recommendations and said
that it would be used as a yardstick
along with the recommendations o
other bodies such as the Z.L.A., to
link libraries with national develop
ment and reconstruction. The in
tention was that the service would
be decentralised and not a luxury
for the privileged few.

The official opening of the conference, attended by over 60 delegates
and guests, was held at Mzilikazi
Library on 25 April 1981 and performed by Mr N.R.M. Tanyongana,
Regional Director of Education in
Matabeleland. Special mention must
be made of the Bulawayo municipal
librarians who turned out in full
force.

Tribute
SHONA

NDEBELE
NOVELS - FOLK TALES - SHORT STORIES
POETRY - DRAMA - PROVERBS - CUSTOMS
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY - HOMECRAFT
GRAMMARS - DICTIONARIES
CHILDREN'S COMICS
(also books in English)

Sponsors of STANDARD SHONA DICTIONARY — Hannan
'One of the best planned dictionaries of a Bantu Language.'

THE LITERATURE BUREAU
(Ministry of Education)

Electra House
Samora Machel Avenue
SALISBURY

Telephone
26929

P.O. Box 8137
Causeway

Mr Tanyongana paid tribute to
the efforts of three long-serving,
dedicated and farsighted librarians
in the city: the late Mr Dugald
Niven, Mr Norman Johnson, and
Mrs Karen Jessen. He emphasised,
however, that much remained to be
done and that as far as rural areas
were concerned, a start had yet to be
made.
The extended provision of education had increased the appetite for
reading matter; the primary school
enrolment had increased from 97 000
in 1980 to over 300000 in 1981,
while secondary school enrolment
had increased by 376 per cent in the
same period.
The guest speaker, Mr C. Musiwa,
Chief Cultural Officer in the Ministry

Annual General Meeting

Discussion at the A.G.M. centred
on the proposed increase in subscrip
tions. The chairman pointed ou
that income was lagging behind th
cost of producing the journal an
other running expenses. Branche
had been asked to submit recom
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Readers need books

NEW RELEASES
RECENT

FORTHCOMING

BULAWAYO'S CHANGING SKYLINE: 1893-1980
by Alex D. Jack, ARIBA and Louis W. Bolze.
160 sketches, including colour, of Bulawayo
street scenes and buildings, with text.

THE BULAWAYQ DIRECTORY & HANDBOOK OF
MATABELELAND by Alexander Davis.
Reprint of rare 1 896 collector's item. New Introduction and additional, early photographs. Small
edition.

A HUNTER'S LIFE IN SOUTH AFRICA (VOLS. 1 & 2)
by R. Gordon Gumming.
Hunting classic of the 1 840s. Standard & deluxe
editions.

ZIMBABWEAN STONE SCULPTURE by Marion Arnold.
A most informative, instructive and interesting
presentation of a sub|ecl which all in this country
should understand. A major contribution to our
cultural life. Over 60 black and white illustrations.

RHODESIAN SPORTS PROFILES: 1907-1979
by Glen Byrom & Henk van Rooyen.
50 'greats from 20 sports presented in striking
action sketches and biographical text.

THE ROMANCE OF THE POSTS OF RHODESIA, CENTRAL
AFRICA & NYASALAND (1940) and THE CANCELLATIONS OF THE RHODESIAS & NYASALAND (1949)
by H. C. Dann.
Two works in one new reprint volume. Much
sought after by philatelists — rare in the original.

SIDE GATE AND STILE — AN ESSAY IN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY by N. H. Brettell.
A literary gem. Prose, poems and water-colour
illustrations by this talented author.
THE VALLEY OF TANTALIKA by Richard Rayner.
A delightful fantasy based on the damming of the
Zambezi, 'told' from the animals point of view.
Charmingly illustrated.

SALISBURY'S CHANGING SKYLINE: 1890-1980
by Alex D. Jack, ARIBA and Donald Cobban.
Companion volume to Bulawayo's Changing Skyline — about 120 pencil sketches and water
colours with background text.

WILD PLACES OF ZIMBABWE by Dick Pitman.
An up-to-date survey of Zimbabwe's major game
parks and wilderness areas. A plea for conservation.

AFRICAN HUNTING by Wm. Charles Baldwin.
Facsimile reprint of the rare 1 863 edition. Standard
and deluxe editions.

THE GOLDBERGS OF LEIGH RANCH by W, E. Arnold.
The success story of a remarkable family with
particular reference to their farming achievements.

ELLERTON FRY ALBUM OF RARE PHOTOGRAPHS
taken on the Pioneer Column of 1890.
Over 1 20 pictures of the route through Bechuanaland and Mashonaland. Supplementary t e x t by
Peter Mclaughlin.

CRIME SCIENTIST by Dr. John Thompson.
A fascinating fifteen years spent as head of the
BSAP Forensic Science Laboratory, Gripping —
good for more than one reading.

THE STEAM LOCOMOTIVES OF RHODESIA RAILWAYS:
1897-1978 by Edward Hamer.
Something to delight the heart of the 'steam'
enthusiast.

RAGTIME SOLDIERS by Peter McLaughlin.
The Rhodesian experience in the First World War.
Well illustrated. Told with an unexpected fascination.

SOME FAMOUS RHOOESIAN TRIALS by Alan Hardy.
Robbery, murder, embezzlement, witchcraft, etc.

Available through our own Book Club and our retail outlets in Genesis Galleries, Salisbury, and
Abercorn Street Bookshop, Bulawayo. Attractive discounts to Book Club subscribers.

BOOKS OF
ZIMBABWE
P U B L I S H I N G CO. (PVT.) LTD.

P.O. BOX 1994 - BULAWAYO - ZIMBABWE
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mendations to the secretary but so
far, only the Matabeleland Branch
had done so.
It was agreed that the Mashonaland
Branch should study these proposals
and give its recommendations to
council who were authorised to
implement new rates on the basis of
the recommendations.

government councillors and health
workers at all levels also had to be
catered for.
Mr Dungeni strongly advocated
that public libraries be located at
the 24 proposed secondary schools
in Matabeleland North area. If outside finance could be found to equip
and stock the libraries, local communities would supply the bricks, sand,
concreting stones and labour for
construction, while his organisation
would supply the technical expertise.

Elections
Only one nomination was received
for each post on council and the
following office bearers were duly
elected:

Literacy
The next paper, by Mrs P.M.
Dean, Director of the Adult Literacy
Organisation of Zimbabwe (ALOZ),
was read for her by Mrs Grace
Lupepe of the University of Zimbabwe. Defining an illiterate as an
adult who could not read or write in
his own language, Mrs Dean estimated that there were at least
1V4 million illiterates in Zimbabwe,
urban and rural, of whom 65 per
cent were women.

Chairman: S.M. Made
Vice Chairman: N. Johnson
Hon. Secretary: B.L.B. Mushonga
Hon. Treasurer: Mrs T. Makura
Hon. Editor: Miss P. Francis

Conference
The conference was held at the
United College of Education on
Sunday 26 April.
The first paper was presented by
Mr C.M. Dungeni, Chief Executive
Officer for Matabeleland North
Provincial Authority which is involved in the provision of educational
and health services to over half a
million people.
In the educational field alone, he
said, there was a desperate need for
supplementary reading materials for
sections of the community ranging
from preschool and 80 000 primary
school pupils to student and graduate
teachers. In addition, popularly
elected but inexperienced local

Advantages
The advantages of literacy should
be considered from two angles: the
benefit to national development
programmes and the benefit to the
individual. As far as the individual
was concerned, he acquired the
confidence to participate in other
adult education programmes, community action programmes to improve
his environment and became receptive, through the printed word, to
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Readers need hooks

The Dunn <Sd Wilson Group Ltd.
announce that

Dunn &c Wilson (Leeds) Ltd.
and

Junior Books Ltd.
are combining
to form a new bookselling organisation

The Morley Book Co. Ltd.
All orders and enquiries
should now be
sent to

The Morley Book Co. Ltd.
Elmfield Road, Morley
Leeds LS27 ONN
Tel 0532 538811 Telex: 55304

civic awareness programmes and
health and agricultural subjects.
Voluntary membership of an adult
literacy group produced, in time, a
cohesiveness which could result, by
the identification of common problems, in group action to improve the
community.
ALOZ itself did not engage directly in the teaching of illiterates, but in
the training and supervision of literacy teachers who were employed
by other organisations. Although
the new government was deeply concerned with adult literacy, it had
other more immediate priorities and
ALOZ was therefore heavily dependent on local and international funding
agencies.

consequently relapsed into illiteracy
ALOZ had a book productior
programme which, however, onh
partially filled this need. Subjec
matter was identified by surveys
and consultations with nationa
development agencies and booklets
were sold to students at about on<
third of their cost.
This programme was inadequate
and there was an urgent need for the
production of material for newl
literate adults. Books should be
supplied through a national network
of small or mobile libraries as few
new literates could afford to bu>
them unless printing costs were heavily subsidised.
The conference concluded with
three films on library services shown
by Mr E. Chipunza of the British
Council Library.

Obstacles
Turning to the reading needs of
new literates, Mrs Dean said that
one of their chief obstacles was the
lack of suitable graded vernacular
reading and study material; many

Acknowledgements to Shelfmark, no. 67
April 1981, p.i-iv and B.L.B. Mushonga fo
information used in this report.

WE CARRY EXCELLENT STOCKS OF
Primary and Secondary School Textbooks
Supplementary Readers, Library Books
WE ARE HAPPY TO ORDER FOR YOU
anything that you do not find on our shelves
WE ARE CONTRACTORS TO THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
AND ABOVE ALL WE OFFER SERVICE

ALPHA BOOKS (PVT.) LTD.
(Formerly the S.P.C.K. Bookshop)
Paget House
87 Union Avenue
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Phone 22553
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P.O. Box 1056
Salisbury

Book prices in Zimbabwe
Mambo

Press Bookshops
GWELO: 7th Street, P.O. Box 779, Tel. 2370
SALISBURY: Gelfand House, Speke Ave.,
P.O. Box 66002, Kopje, Tel. 705899
GOKOMERE: P. Bag 9213, Fort Victoria, Tel. 2519-29

L. CRAVEN*
The high prices charged for books sold in bookshops
compared with the published prices I find difficult to
understand or accept. I believe the mark up to be
excessively high.
W.G.A. Alison (A national library service for
Zimbabwe, [n.p.: British Council, 1981J, p. 10)
Some dealers fare] making profits of 125% on their
imported books. It is the intention of my ministry to have
this exploitation stopped.
Senator Joseph Culverwell, Deputy Minister of
Education and Culture (The herald, 6 April
1981, p. 3)

Visit our Bookshops for:
EDUCATIONAL TEXTBOOKS
THEOLOGICAL BOOKS
LIBRARY BOOKS

MAMBO PRESS PUBLICATIONS IN ENGLISH, SHONA, NDEBELE

We are contractors to the Ministry of Education

In discussing the price of books in
Zimbabwe it must first of all be
made clear that the bookseller does
not set the price — it is the publisher
of the book who decides, after due
calculation, what the retail cost of
his books will be.
The publisher is, after all, the
person who knows the cost of putting
together a book. His costing exercise
is far more complicated and involves
far greater risks than any other
manufacturing enterprise.
So, in Zimbabwe, as elsewhere,
the bookseller sells books at a predetermined price and relies on a
percentage discount from the publisher for his mark-up. This is a simple
and straight forward business as far

as locally published books are concerned but becomes more complicated in the case of books published
abroad.
In the former case the margin
permitted would be small even if
discounts to the final consumer were
not traditional and obligatory, as is
the case in this country where almost
all books published are educational;
after a discount is given to the final
consumer and carriage and packing
paid by the bookseller he is left with
a margin for himself that is small to
the point of being ludicrous.
As has been said, the calculation
is more complicated in the case of
books imported. Here the bookseller
again follows the price set by the
publisher and is permitted to convert
this price in accordance with a conversion of currency factor set by the
Price Controller. Again, the book-

* Mrs Craven is manager of Alpha Books.
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Book prices
seller's margin is governed by the
calculations of some other organisation.
In the case of books imported
from Britain the bookseller has to
pay the cost of carriage into Zimbabwe. British postal rates have
more than trebled in the last three
years and are now so heavy that they
almost nullify any discount advantage.

members of the public who read
only the latest bestseller in paperback.

With special reference to the British
situation

Labour

This is the first of a three part article based on the author's attendance
at a course entitled Current trends in librarianship: a course foi
overseas librarians held at Leeds Polytechnic School of Librarianship
24 September -30 October 1979.

Bookselling is, by and large, a
labour intensive commercial activity
and employees in the book trade
must generally be of a higher intellectual standard than in many other
retail enterprises.
Booksellers compete for staff, not
with other retailers, but with commercial and professional organisations — and must pay salaries accordingly.

Charges
The recent delay problems experienced in the receipt of surface post
have forced many Zimbabwe booksellers to import most if not all of
their purchases from abroad by airfreight, thus making the carriage
charge considerably heavier. Discounts to the final customer are
again obligatory and traditional and,
in the case of educational and technical books, the bookseller has to
carry increasingly heavy packing and
carriage charges.

Credit
The use of borrowing and overdraft facilities has always been
expensive and has now become
almost prohibitively so. Yet educational booksellers must give very
long credit facilities to schools. At
any stage during the year a bookseller
may be owed a very considerable
part of his annual turnover by his
customers.
Bookselling is not a very profitable
occupation on its own. A look at
booksellers in developed countries
will show that those large and ostentatious shops in prime areas have
book departments, the rest of the
space being devoted to stationery,
toys, gifts and records, tapes and
casettes.

Spiralling costs
It will be seen that the price of a
book in Zimbabwe is governed by
circumstances which take no account
of the retail booksellers' spiralling
costs. A case is not being made here
for the rescinding of the net book
agreement. In countries where it has
fallen away the only persons who
have benefited have been those
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Current trends in
librarianship

The course was organised and
conducted by the Leeds School on
behalf of the Inter-University Council
for Higher Education Overseas —
the sponsors of the entire venture.
The article is based largely on the
author's investigations, observations
and work done while participating in
the course. The paper does not
purport to delve into anything like
an exhaustive or comprehensive,
analytical dissertation on the stateof-the-art in Britain. That would be
somewhat presumptuous, if it were
not well-nigh impossible to achieve.
So much is being done by all sorts
of people, organisations, and groups
in many different places on various
aspects of British librarianship.
Instead, the author seeks to indicate
some salient features of fairly easily
noticeable trends, particularly in
British university and polytechnic
libraries. A number of subject areas
are covered.

O.T. Mupawaenda

up to date in their profession is one
that is now fairly well established ir
the profession.
It has been variously described as
"ongoing", "recurrent", or "continuing" education — an integral
part of a life-long learning process
stretching from the womb to the
tomb. In Shona they say kufunda
hakaperi and in Ndebele ukufunda
akupheli. Literally, "learning does
not end."
The initial education and training
of librarians, or any other group o
professionals, should be seen not as
a fixed quantity but as a continuum
covering the whole of one's professional and, indeed, personal life. In
1974 Elizabeth Stone of the Graduate
Department of Library Science, the
Catholic University of America and
her team investigating the need for a
nationally co-ordinated programme
of continuing education in librarian
ship in America, took the same view
as the one taken by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education
in 1970, that "education should

Continuing Education
The cardinal philosophy behind
the idea of creating conditions that
tend to stimulate, motivate or encourage practising librarians to keep
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Deforestation
in Zimbabwe
Problems and Prospects
A pamphlet (35 pp.) by J. R. Whitlow, Department of
Geography, University of Zimbabwe, being a supplement
to Zambezia the journal of the University of Zimbabwe

1980
Price: Z$2,50

Also now available
ZAMBEZIA, Vol. 8, No. i, 1980
Price Z$2,50
Available from
The Publications Officer
University of Zimbabwe
P.O. Box MP 45
Mount Pleasant
Salisbury, Zimbabwe

Payment must be made in advance
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such as the Cataloguing and Indexing Group and the Youth Libraries
Group, and courses specially designed for library assistants and teachers
responsible for school libraries are
regularly conducted in various parts
of the country.
This multi-faceted ongoing educational process should be seen as
responding to:
(a) The need for personal development — the intellectual, professional and social growth of people
in the profession. One needs to
be exposed to the wider world
outside one's own rather limited
immediate environment so that
one's ideas and methods can be
scrutinised and challenged by
other practitioners from different
situations.
(b) The need to keep up with the
latest developments in order to
guard against professional obsolescence and/or too much parochialism. Society, technology,
resources, and approaches to
problems are constantly changing; so must the professionals. It
is vital.
(c) A desire to motivate staff so as
to reinforce and, hopefully, sustain their commitment to the
profession.
(d) The need to help individuals
become more aware of their own
ability to be creative and productive. If one is not directly
involved one cannot realize one's
potential.
(e) The need to prepare staff for

become more a part of all of life, and
less all of a part of life."
The concept of continuing education rejects the old-fashioned
notion that life is divided into two
parts — one of preparation and the
other of action. Traditional educational thinking seems to be based on
the assumption that an individual
can or should acquire, in his youth,
the bulk of the knowledge and skill
required to live adequately throughout his or her life. Instead, education
should co-exist with life.
Open-ended
Continuing education is, and
should be, open-ended, with
numerous entry and exit points
depending on ability and need. Continuing education in librarianship
embraces a wide variety of activities
— formal or informal, contributing
to the professional growth of the
qualified librarian. These may include formal course work or research
leading to some recognised qualification, visits to other libraries,
exchange of experience seminars,
in-service training, reading the literature of the profession to keep up to
date, giving papers at professional
meetings, writing or editing for
publication and the like.
In the U.K. short courses and
workshops are organised and run by
the Library Association, Aslib, the
Association of Assistant Librarians,
schools of librarianship and a number
of other interested organisations.
Conferences and meetings of the
groups and branches of the L.A.,
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Current trends

promotion, change of duties or
new responsibilities/skills, etc.
(f) A desire to improve the performance/productivity of existing staff. This is likely to benefit
both the individual and the
employer. It must be conceded
here that it is singularly difficult
to quantify any benefits of this
kind with any degree of precision.
(g) The need to promote the profession as a whole, especially in
the so-called developing countries where, in the majority of
cases, librarianship and library
services are evidently still relatively underdeveloped.
(h) The need to stimulate and/or
sharpen the spirit of intellectual
curiosity which should, in turn,
lead to self-education and selfcriticism, both of which tend to
promote the continuing education process.
One would like to think that many
will not argue against the need to
advance continuing education in the
profession.

Mr Mupawaenda is Deputy Librarian,
University of Zimbabwe.

institution at the present time.
Hence, an enormous responsibility
rests on the shoulders of the employer, the individual and, perhaps more
heavily on the professional association.
The Zimbabwe Library Association will have to harness itself to the
task of carrying out a number of
activities which, in countries like
Britain, are undertaken by a wide
variety of organisations, including
schools of librarianship. Such activities would include, among other
things:
(a) Continuing education programmes on regional, national and
even international bases.
(b) Professional consultancy and
general advisory services to
employers, practising librarians
or any other interested parties.
(c) Research into special library

Responsibility
The biggest problem is one of
attempting to establish who can/
should bear the responsibility for
this very necessary if not vital,
activity. Is it to be the employer, the
individual, the professional body or
the professional training institution?
The last example is, of course, out of
the question for us in Zimbabwe
since we do not have a training
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problems either on request or as
a means of gaining relevant
further qualifications, instead of
merely spreading the infection
of what has been euphemistically
called the "education explosion".
Most of what has been written
on librarianship and library services in this part of the world
tends to be theoretical, descriptive or historical. Original research is still very much virgin
land.
(d) Production and acquisition of a
wide variety of teaching and learning resources in librarianship for
when Zimbabwe has suitable
training facilities in the field. It
is time we started working on
the endemic problem which
R.C. Benge describes as "the
cultural predicament" of the
Third World. The best advice
that one can give is: "be not
afraid of going; be only afraid of
standing still" — Japanese
aphorism.

mation in libraries, media studies
(A/V and related aids), library user
education and community studies,
which may have been treated as
peripheral more than ten years ago,
now form part of the core subjects in
the syllabuses of professional training institutions.

Progressive
Some progressive changes in both
the teaching and learning methods
have taken place. Group as well as
individual project work is organised
in subject areas of special interest or
with a view to seeking a solution to a
particular library problem. The
emphasis on projects, group discussions, case studies, reporting skills
and simulations illustrates a significant change in the teaching and,
consequently, learning methods in
British higher education generally.
The trend is a clearly discernible
move away from the traditional
"chalk and talk", mass lecture style
of teaching to the more individualised
teaching and learning methods.
Library school students get involved in visits to as many different
libraries and related informationhandling institutions as time and
money will allow. Outside speakers,
who are experienced, specialised or
published in library work, information science and any other subjects
of interest to the profession, are
invited to share their experiences
and ideas with students. In the
opinion of the author, based on his

Education for Librarianship
The rapidly changing technological, economic and social environment has forced, and continues to
force, British schools of librarianship to change, modify or adapt
their curricula, their teaching and
learning methods accordingly, especially since the early 1970s.
In accordance with one of the
basic tenets of self-preservation,
times change and we must change
with them. Subjects such as auto-
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National Archives Publications Trust

Library Association Structure
FINE PRINTS
FROM THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
The National Archives has reproduced ten colour prints of
paintings of historical interest from its rich collection of pictorial documents relating to the Zimbabwean past:

Entry requirements

5 GCE passes (2 at A level) or first degree (any subject)

First professional
qualification

3/4 year degree in
librarianship or
'joint honours'

Admission to the
LA register

1 year's supervised experience in a library

postgraduate diploma/
MA/MSc — 1 year
approximately

LLA (Licentiate of the Library Association)

THOMAS BAINES (1820-75) 1. Victoria Falls from the West
2. Victoria Falls from the East 3. Devil's Cataract, Victoria Falls
4. Zanjuela, Boatman of the Rapids
5. Hartley Finds Gold
6. Goldfields Expedition Leaving Pietermaritzburg for Matabeleland. EDMUND CALDWELL (1851-1930) 7, 8, 9 Visit of Lord
Selborne, 1906 (records a hunting trip in Mashonaland).
CHARLES CROONEIMBERGHS (1843-99) 10. The Inxwala or
First Fruits Ceremony (depicts Lobengula).

3 years' further experience : report and interview
ALA (Associate of the Library Association)
Continuing education
for formal
qualifications

5 years' further experience, plus a thesis or submission
of published work or written statement of substantial
record of professional achievement
FLA (Fellowship of the Library Association)

Each print (overall size 365 x 500 mm) is captioned with
title and artist's name; descriptive labels are provided.
The cost including packing, postage and registration is
$3 (£2,50, US$5,50, R4,50) per print; set of ten prints $30
(£22,50, US$46, R40).

Obtainable from:
THE DIRECTOR
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
PVT BAG 7729
CAUSEWAY
ZIMBABWE
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or

higher degrees in librarianship (MA, M.Phil, PhD.)
Informal continuing education - Short courses, workshops, conferences, etc. organised by
library and information service organisations.

tendency to concentrate on teaching
a corpus of factual knowledge and
technical skills which a changing
environment might render either
obsolete or inadequate within a few
years.
The Library Association is no
longer the supreme examining body,
awarding degrees and diplomas.
These functions are now performed
by either universities or polytechnics.

experience during the Leeds School
course, the majority of such practitioners tend to adopt a refreshingly
practical and positive approach to
problems.
In a nutshell, the teaching techniques being applied are becoming
increasingly problem-centred — a
more meaningful marriage between
theory and practice than ever before.
In the past, there was an unbridled
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and library technology particularly
for higher education needs.
It would appear that publishing,
librarianship and library services
are still a Cinderella or occupy a
lowly position on the scale of preferences in national development programmes of most economically less
developed African countries, although considerable progress has
been made in many areas in recent
years.
This state of affairs is not surprising at all because people will, naturally, prefer bread to books where
and when resources are scarce or
diminishing.

The largest number of library schools
are departments within polytechnics
whose academic qualifications are
validated by the CNAA. 1 However,
the LA is still an active overseer,
primarily interested in maintaining
and promoting professional standards.
There is, as yet, no national plan
or policy for teaching librarianship
in Britain, though one is being
strongly advocated. A diagrammatic
summary of a new revised structure
of librarianship courses offered in
Britain appears in the box. It was
approved by the LA and is due to be
implemented in 1981.
While still on the important subject
of education for librarianship,
perhaps one should comment on
some of the major problems that
tend to hamper progress in the training of librarians in many African
countries.

To be continued.

SHARP'S
LAW

Local training
Indigenisation of training is fine,
but still remains only an ideal in
most situations. The teaching and
learning resources, both material
and human, the facilities and the
environment conducive to proper
training are either severely limited
or virtually non-existent especially
in Southern Africa, barring South
Africa. We are currently heavily
dependent, at least in Zimbabwe,
on overseas publishing, publications

The First Law of Library
Science might be "There's
no such thing", and the
Second "A librarian's ability
to run a library varies inversely with his knowledge
of literature".
John Sharp (Library Association record, 83(4), April
1981, p. 192)

'Council for National Academic Awards.
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What they didn't teach
you at library school
The second in a series of practical hints for
library assistants, by Robin Doust

There is nothing more annoying than for a reader to return a book to the
library in which the return date on the date label is unreadable. Usually this
means that the reader's ticket cannot be found, and it can also lead to
acrimonious arguments where the question of an overdue book fine arises.
A good librarian will try to see that this problem does not arise by getting
into a regular routine before leaving the library at night. This involves ensuring
that the lids of all rubber stamp pads are closed at the end of the day, and that
the pad is turned upside down before leaving.
This is particularly important in tropical countries, where the heat causes
the ink to dry out rapidly. Closing the lid at night prevents the ink from
evaporating (and keeps dust and dirt away), whilst turning the pad upside
down makes the ink come to the working surface of the pad, making it nicely
damp in time for use the following day.
Another evening routine affecting date stamps (both the rubber and metal
types), is to remember to apply ink to the ink pads when required before going
home. If this is done, the ink will soak in nicely evernight, and the pad will be
ready for immediate use next day.
If it isn't done — well, I'm sure most library staff are aware of the messy
results of trying to use a date stamp immediately after inking — and it is no
advert for the library service if readers have to wait five minutes at the issue
desk while the assistant frantically stamps hundreds of dates all over scrap
paper just to use up the excess ink before a book can be stamped out correctly.
A final point — when stamping the date in a book, always ensure that the
dates are kept in the columns which are usually printed on the label and that
each column is filled to the bottom before starting at the top of the next
column.
Untidy date labels make it impossible for either the reader or the library
staff to be sure when a book is due back, and will once again result in late
returns and embarrassing arguments at the counter — YOU HAVE BEEN
WARNED!
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IN BRIEF

REVIEWS
All about library manuals by
Tendai Makura. Salisbury:
Literature Bureau, 1980.16p.
50c.
This useful booklet should convince any librarian working without
a manual of the necessity for one
and supply the motivation to produce
one. The simple, clear instructions
on how to go about constructing a
manual will be of great help and the
result an invaluable aid to new library
employees.
Rosemary Molam

International books inprint:
English language titles published outside the U.S.A. and the
United Kingdom. Munich:
K.G. Saur, 1979. 2 volumes.
DM. 179,00.
K.G. Saur of Miinchen, New York,
Paris and London — well known for
their useful library tools — have

added this annual publication to
their list.
It should prove valuable to libraries not subscribing to the Cumulative book index which also records
books published in English from all
world sources, on a monthly, quarterly and cumulated basis. The work
is also a useful guide to foreign
publishers publishing in English and
is simple to use and clearly printed.
The contents are cited precisely
as follows:
Suggestions for use
List of abbreviations
General abbreviations
Country codes and currency
symbols
Author/title index, A-K
Author/title index, L-Z
List of publishers
The value of this type of publication lies in its prompt appearance.
The 1980 edition should have been
out early in 1981, but has not yet
appeared. We look forward to the
next volume.
L.A. Phillips

WE CARRY EXCELLENT STOCKS OF
Primary and Secondary School Textbooks
Supplementary Readers, Library Books
WE ARE HAPPY TO ORDER FOR YOU
anything that you do not find on our shelves
WE ARE CONTRACTORS TO THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
AND ABOVE ALL WE OFFER SERVICE

ALPHA BOOKS (PVT.) LTD.
(Formerly the S.P.C.K. Bookshop)
Paget House
87 Union Avenue

Phone 22553

P.O. Box 1056
Salisbury

It is hoped to make this column a
regular feature in the journal. The editor
would therefore appreciate news of promotions, appointments, projects, publications, study tours, courses, etc. for
inclusion.

Mr Burke is succeeded by Mr
W.C. Hope GurureB.A., Dip. Lib.,
who was educated at the then University of Rhodesia and obtained his
professional qualification from the
University of Ibadan in 1977.
Before joining the Library of Parliament, Mr Gurure worked at the
libraries of the Central Statistical
Office and the University of Zimbabwe.

Mr Burke.

The Librarian of Parliament, Mr
E.E. Burke, M.L.M., F.L.A., retired
for the second time in June 1981. Mr
Burke come to this country from
Britain in 1946 when he joined the
National Archives as Librarian,
retiring as its Director in 1978.
He was the moving force behind
the creation of what is now the
Z.L. A. and has held numerous offices
in the association culminating in his
present appointment as Honorary
President in 1978.
In view of his involvement in
library affairs and his reputation as
an historian, it is confidently predicted that he will not spend his
retirement tending pot plants.

Mr Gurure.

Our best wishes go to Mrs Alison
Orpen (nee Henwood) on her recent
marriage.
She has resigned from her post as
Science and Engineering Reference

